267 . 1 sin 2 sin L m P                        2 flavour approximation:       2 2 2 267 . 1 sin 2 sin 1 E L m P E                            L [km] E [GeV]m267 . 1 sin 2 sin L m P                        2 flavour approximation:       2 2 2 267 . 1 sin 2 sin 1 E L m P E                            L [km] E [GeV]m  2 2 2 267 . 1 sin 2 sin L m P                        2 flavour approximation: experiments       2 2 2 267 . 1 sin 2 sin 1 E L m P E                            L [km] E [GeV]mL m P E                            L [km] E [GeV] m 2 [eV 2 ] 2 2 2 j i m m m E      8 Terri, QMUL seminar Neutrino Oscillations    i i i U     Neutrino Oscillations   U   : e ratio is ~2:1  + →  +    →e + + e +anti-   -→  +anti-    →e -+anti  +  e Anti-  :  : e~ 1:1:1  →e +anti- e + 13
